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Bias Free Lined Sleeping sack Tutorial 

 
The fabric’s used for the sleeping bag is flannel on the outside and muslin for the inside. You can really use 
any type of material depending on how much warmth you are after. Anything with too much stretch may be 
difficult to sew up. I used a continuous zip and of course NO bias binding!!!! 
 
The pattern was measured from a well-known brand and is designed to fit ages 6 to 18 months. I have 
added some length to the original but the chest is the same.  
 
All seams are ¼ inch unless otherwise indicated they are included in the pattern given. 
 
Here it is.... 
 
Step 1. 
 
Draft the pattern. I found that by: 
a. Measuring it onto vylene 
b. Have a cutting map underneath for straight 

lines and  
c. Start by drawing the arm hole 

measurements 
(length 6 in. x 
2.5 in), it makes 
it very easy to 
draft up.  

 
 
 

 
 
To make the pattern for the back of the bag, place the cut out front onto another piece of 
vylene and then trace around (the top half is all you need to do). Flip the front over and 
complete the other side. Free hand in the neck hole.  
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Step 2. 
 
Cut out the fabric. 
To cut out the back place the front pattern over the back pattern, cut out the one side 
(don’t cut up the middle). Then flip the front pattern over and then cut out the other side. 
Do this also for the lining or to save time do both in one go. 
Finish by cutting out the front of the bag, both lining and outside fabric. 

 
# The pattern I have given you has included the ¼ inch seam allowance. When making this bag I had not 
included them thus explaining the extra fabric around the edge of pattern. 
 
Step 3. 
 

Both Front Panels:  
• Put the right sides together of one outside 

fabric (flannel) and one lining (muslin). 
• Straight stitch along seam A. 
• Straight stitch along seam B. 
• Small zigzag stitch along seam C only. (C 

starts at the start of the zip end ends at the 
bottom of the bag). 

• Turn inside out and press. 
 
 

 
 

 
Back panel: 
Right sides together of outer fabric and lining. 
• Straight stitch along seam A. 
• Straight stitch along seam B. 
• Straight stitch along seam C. 
(Do not stitch across the shoulders) 
• Before turning inside out snip around 

edges A, B and C. This makes it easier to 
press flat because it is curved. 
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This is what you should have so far. It is 
important to iron flat and making sure the 
seams are not puckered in. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Step 4. 
 
Putting in the hidden zip. 

 
1. Measure the length of the zip you want to have. I used 26 inch 

zip. You could go all the way to the end. 
2. Place the two front panels together (right sides). Mark with a pin 

where the end of the zip will be. 
3. Set the machine for a very long straight stitch (easy to unpick) 

and sew a ½ inch seam from the start of the zip location to the 
marked pin. 

4. With the needle still down change the straight stitch settings 
back to original setting. From here you want to go from a ½ 
inch seam into a ¼ inch seam. You firstly go forward a little 
and then reverse stitch. Then proceed to go forward to the end of 
the bag and reverse stitch (This section will not be unpicked). 

5. Iron the seam flat. 
6. At the top of the zip fold the edges 

to the front. (The picture shows 
me sewing them to the back but it is a much neater 
finish if you sew them to the front) 

7. Sew the folds in place. 
8. Tack the zip (good side down) onto the ironed seam. 

The zip width should be exactly the width of the seam. 
It is important to tack so that the zip does not move 
when sewn on. You don’t want to unpick such a long 
seam. 

 
9. Put on a zipper foot and starting at the 

top of the zip, sew down to a ½ inch 
below the end of the zipper (by doing 

1 

5 

6 
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this you have a stopper for the zip if you are using a continuos zip). 
Then sew across the zip teeth, reversing a few times and then 
continue to sew up the other edge of the zip. A tip when putting the 
zip on is to start with the zip pulled down slightly. When you reach 
the zip puller stop with the needle down, lift up the foot and then 
push the zip back up. You also do this when you do the other side 
except in reverse, its a little trickier pushing it down but it can be 
done.. 

10.  Pull out the tacking stitches and unpick the seam enclosing the 
zip. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
This is what you should have so far. The next step is to put 
the front panel (a), which is right side out into the back panel 
(b) that is turned inside out. The flannel sides of both front 
and back match each other and the muslin sides of both front 
and back match each other. 
 
 

 
 
Step 5. 
 

Here is a picture of what it should look like. Pull the 
shoulders through so that they line up, pin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Pin the shoulders together and sew the seam. 
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Turn it all out. This is what it should look like. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 6. 
 

In this step you are bringing the sides together neatly. 
You need to pin the flannel from the front and back 
together, right side in. Then follow by pinning the 
muslin sides together.  
 
 
 

 
 
You should have a continuous seam all the way around 
from under the arm hole. Once sewn on both sides, turn 
inside out. 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 7. French seam 

 
This technique, French seam, provides a clean, finished, 
professional look to the inside of any garment. 
 
1. With right sides out sew a ¼ inch seam and then trim 

close to the seam. 
2. Turn the sack inside out and press so that the seam 

edge is straight and none of it is puckered under. 
3. Sew a ¼ inch seam across the bottom. 
4.    Turn inside out and you are finished. 
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For me I had one little detail left to do. 
 

 




